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How To Make Your Own Essential Oils From Raw PlantsUsing Oils & Herbs For Optimum

HealthLearn about the health benefits that using essential oils can provide you and your family.

By making own from the raw plants and herbs nearby, you can save money, and ensure that

your oils are fresh. Discover unique recipes and blends to address a variety of health concerns

naturally.Essential oils, volatile oils, or ethereal oils are concentrated liquids that contain a

combination of plant chemicals that are valuable for many uses, which you'll learn more about.

They can be utilized for the production of perfumes, soaps, cosmetics, and many other

products.They also have their place in medicine.Throughout history essential oils have, and

continue to play huge roles in the treatment of ailments like:'� Colds & Flu'� Arthritis'� Insomnia'�

Strengthen Immune System'� Bronchitis'� Acne'� Minor Cuts & Scrapes'� Fatigue'� Digestion

Problems'� High Blood Pressure'� MANY MORE!In this e-book, simple ways are revealed to make

your own essential oils from raw plants and herbs, along with many recipes to help address

these health concerns and many other applications. This guide gives you an overview history

of essential oils, and ends showing very simple ways you can distill, combine and use essential

oils for many situations. Experience the improved health and energy that using essential oils

can provide. Download your copy now.
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Zen*Yogi*Girl, “Well written thorough guide to making and using Essential Oils!. I am a big fan

of using Essential Oils but with a garden full of beautiful herbs and plants such as Lavender,

Rosemary, Sage and Patchouli I have often wondered if making my own oils was within reach!

This book answered this and so much more! Often the books you find free or low cost of the

Kindle are short, very basic and sometimes poorly written -this was not the case here! This

was an exceptional piece of writing and the author clearly knows, loves and enjoys sharing the

subject matter!This book is a very comprehensive guide to essential oils and though I own

several books on this topic, this had far more useful information that I had not seen covered in

other publications. It begins with a detailed description of Essential Oils -their history, use from

Antiseptics to other ailments and conditions, how to administer (this was particularly thorough

as oils can be problematic is not used carefully) and ends with how to prepare a medicine

chest with essential oils, preparation of salves and syrups, and using oils for beauty or teas.

This is all in addition to the subject matter of making your own oils!The book also helped me in

understanding how I could make my own -from how to gather and preserve plants one would

use in making these oils, to the equipment needed (along with useful links and tips to find

further information) and a guide to several methods to making your own essential oils - again

with links to video tutorials. It has a simply step by step guide for even novices like myself. I



also particularly liked the guide to plants and which parts are used in essential oil making as

well as how they can be used to treat various ailments!Well written comprehensive guide that

is so much more than the title suggests!”

Mrs. P. M. Morris, “Great information. Informative, useful recipes easy to understand and

achieve. Can’t wait to try some of them! Thank you for my new hobby!”

Jo, “Ok. Bought as a gift it's interesting but not sure how useful.”

Rachel Martin, “awesome. This is just what I was looking for. It goes well with the last incense

book I purchased, almost like they were a set!”

The book by Amber Richards has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 241 people have provided feedback.
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